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BLOODS PORT - SECOND REVIEW
July 13. 1989

KNOWN BUGS. ETC ("don' worry. be happy" items):

GRAPHICS - both the character and the arena graphics are preliminary.
As far as the character graphics are concerned. I plan on digitizing
two to three live models to give the animators a base to work from.
The extent to which they will look digitized will depend for the most
part on the state of the technology (Rob). Both the character graphics
and the arena graphics hinge to a great extent upon how we choose to
allocate the graphics (character VS arena).
'BLOODSPORT' TITLE - while there are some very definite similarities
between the movie and the game. I still consider Bloodsport to be
only the working title- It will depend upon how the storyline
ultimately develops. I realize some of you have reservations about
developing a game without having the storyline hard in concrete from
it's inception, but I would only reiterate that my goal is first and
foremost to make a FUN FIGHTING GAME. No one ever saw a Bruce Lee
movie for it's intricate story development. The storyline is important,
but SECONDARY. As I see itJ fighting games are so extremely popular
because they provide an incredible 'release' of energies (not alto-
gether unlike sex). My storyline will ultimately be a function of
what best provides this release (short of actual sex). As I currently
envision it. you are a couple of really tough dudes with the goal of
fighting your way to the top where ONE will claim the title of .••
the 'Ultimate Warrior'.

COLLISION DETECTIONS - the player-player collision detections are only
coarsely tuned. Collision detections will be fine tuned when I have
final character graphics (it doesn't make sense to do it twice). Also,
fine tuning collisions in angles which we may not even keep would make
no sense.
BADGUY AI - I consider this to be the heart of my programming effort
and, consequently, subject to continued improvements throughout the
development effort. The badguys are still fairly stupid. Their
defensive moves are very rudimentary and they get stuck in certain
fighting angles. Feedback is and will continue to be very important
to me in this area. I just don't want anyone upset if it doesn't
happen overnight. I DO keep record of all your suggestions.
AUDIO - I stole Quarterdeck's sounds. assuming they would be better
than no sounds at all. Expect not only different sounds, but a
wider variety (more than just one sound for the same punch. etc).
Brad seems to be somewhat short-handed at present and I don't know
when that situation will change.

ATTRACT SCREENS - since the story behind the game has evolved, some
of the attract screens may not make sense. They will be revisited when
the storyline stabilizes.
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AREAS FOR FEEDBACK
1) Multiple angles of fighting VS. Multiple arenas:
My original intent was to support fighting in 6 angles (3 reflecte~)
but only in one arena. I have since decided that more of my graph1c
resources should be diverted towards multiple arenas and less in
fighting angles for the following reasons:

a) the alternate angles are not required to have a fun game
(as evidence. review our competitor's fighting games)

b) the alternate angles could even be a detriment as it is
difficult at times to judge your moves

c) the alternate arenas could add a lot to the game as each
would have it's own interactions and it's own opponents.
This would also provide a natural progression to the game.

2) Wave structure:
Assuming multiple arenas. I propose the following wave structure:

arena 1: round 1 (humans Vs computer)
round 2 (humans Vs computer)
round 3 (humans Vs computer)
round 4 (human Vs human. optional in 1 plr game)
round 5 (human Vs computer. second plr sits out)

arena 2.3.4.5: (repeat above for each subsequent arena)

Rounds 1-3 are fairly straight forward. Round 4 provides an
opportunity for the players to fight each other. Whether this
should be thought of as an elimination round or a bonus round. I'm
not decided. Round 5 could be a problem in that only the winner
of the previous round gets to play. Will locking out one of th~
players be acceptable? It could be a nice break in the action and
a very satisfying reward for the person who gets to play. It would
be faster paced & shorter in duration than the other rounds. the
goal being to fight the ultimate fighter of that arena.

3) fighting mechanics: any and all feedback regarding the fighting
mechanics is welcome. I have attempted to implement the moves which
I consider basic to the fighting. Future badguys and to a lesser
extent. the goodguys. will have alternate moves available to them in
certain arenas or situations.
4) I've created preliminary descriptions of five possible arenas.
Ideas for those arenas or ideas for entirely new arenas are definitely
welcome (see attached descriptions).

5) Camera angles / movement: Since the initial review I've raised
the camera viewpoint further above the ground level & made misc.
adjustments to the camera motion & tracking. I can also demonstrate
different viewpoint heights in the lab (just ask). It's possible
to adjust the viewpoint differently from one arena to the other with
no additional difficulty- Any feedback is welcome.
6) When a player joins a fight in progress. should a new opponent
also be added?



FIGHTING PROGRESSION
1) STANDARD: The first 2 or 3 matches will pit the player
against standard opponent (or opponents) simultaneously.
allowed at any time. Although players can bump into each
cannot harm each other.

(or players)
Buyin is
other, they

2) QUALIFYING: Previous to the arena finale, the two players are
pitted against each other, no buyin allowed. The winner earns the
right to challenge the arena's leader. Note: if only one player is
playing, this match is skipped.
3) ARENA FINALE: This match pits the qualifying player (or the only
player) against the arena's biggest, baddest opponent - the arena
leader. At this point, the game is ONE PLAYER ONLY. Potential buyins
are asked to stand by.

The above sequence then repeats for the next arena setting.
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ARENA DESCRIPTIONS

Warehouse:
Arena interaction: If you get
back towards the center. You
knocking them (and you) down.

too close to audience, they will shove you
can climb crates & jump onto opponents,
Music: rock.

1) punker(s): fairly easy opponents to beat. No weapons. No special
skills required.

2) RR (Road Warrior) type #1: still fairly easy opponents. Knives are
introduced. To disarm opponent, you must kick him.

3) RR type & punker: medium opponents. Brass knuckles & spiked boots appear.
Keep your distance (use kicks) for brass knuckles and fight in close
(punches) to avoid boots.

4) Qualifying round: fight each other. Weapons will be randomly introduced.

5) Winner fights Humungus (from movie RR): He is slow, but very strong.
Frontal attacks are mostly fruitless. The secret is to jump onto his
back & choke him with a chain (which will be introduced at some point).

South American Jungle Arena:
Arena interactions: The arena is an open area in front of a giant stone

god. Music: drums & jungle sounds (birds, etc).
1) contra/rambo types: There is a knife stuck in the middle of the arena

(for whoever gets there first).
2) contra/rambo types: This time, the highly poisonous snakes are thrown

into the arena by the spectators.
3)

4) Qualifying round: fight each other. You begin with a rope binding your
hand to your opponents. Because your hands are bound, you cannot punch,
but you can kick. Once you knock your opponent down, you can drag him
a short distance towards a mace lying on either corner of the arena.
Whoever gets to a mace first can mercilessly beat his opponent and
thus, win.

5) Winner fights the commando leader: You both start out with maces, but
are not tied together. If you manage to knock the leader down (on his
hands & knees), be careful. He fights dirty. He may corne up with a
knife or he may strike you between the legs with the mace on his way up.

Mayan Pyramid - the cult of the scorpion:
Arena interactions: You ascend the Mayan pyramid to the apex where

the fights take place. The stairway to the top is surrounded by cloaked
cult members. You are accompanied by bodyguards on either side as you
make your ascent. Once atop, the action begins. Music: chanting.
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r) New contenders: The first fight is against fighters who are also
fighting for initiation. They look similar to yourselves. The fight
is bare-handed. If you get too close to the arena edge, you falloff
& die.

2) Med. cult members: Your next opponents are cult members who remove their
robes, revealing a giant tattoo of a scorpion on their chests. If you are
unlucky enough to be knocked down, the cultists will kneel at your side,
make an arch with their hands (like a stinging scorpion), and strike you.
You will writhe in agony before dying.
3) Hard cult members: You will have to stick together in this round, for
your opponents will do so against you. They will both attack the same
person until he is dead. Also, during this round, the previously clear
sky will darken as a storm approaches.

4) Qualifying round: same as previous qualifying rounds.

5) Winner fights a giant scorpion monster. You must continually strike
it's head, avoiding the poisonous sting. Trick: if you stand still, he
will not see you. Once he's in position, strike head & continue to hold
your position. Eventually, the scorpion can be killed.

Japan:
Arena interactions: The atmosphere is very solemn.

Each opponent will bow to you prior to the start of the fight. During the
fight, there are no crowd sounds (or even motions). The fighters emit sounds
like 'Yaaaaaa' and 'Heeeiiiii'. Music: stereotype Japanese.

1) White Ninjas: Easy opponents, no weapons.

2) Black Ninjas: Medium opponents. Stars & nun-chukas introduced. Duck for
stars, kick for nun-chukas.

3) Red Ninjas: Hard opponents. In addition to the above weapons, unique
fighting moves will be introduced.

4) Qualifying round: same as previous qualifying rounds.

5) Winner fights Master Ninja (black & red pants, no shirt): For this final
round, the arena is surrounded by hot coals. The master ninja moves very
slow & methodically, but when he strikes, he strikes extremely fast & hard.
Trick: fight like he does. Don't strike until he does. Timed blows will
do the trick.

Underground arena:
Arena interactions: The arena is circular & surrounded by a mostly
invisible force field which brightens & repells fighters who bump into it.
Music: synthesized / new age.

1) Androids: The androids have only slight frames, but are capable of
extremely fast acrobatics. They prefer to attack from the rear. Keep
your back against the force field or each other & strike whenever possible.

2) Class 4 Androids: These androids are capable of phasing out & reappearing
in a different part of the arena. A new weapon is introduced: the 'power



punch'. This is a sort of hi-tek brass knuckles, causing tremendous punches.
Also introduced is the invisibility shield. With it, your enemies cannot
see you (your still on the screen, but your color palette is altered).

3) Bionics. One bionic has an enhanced fist & the other has an enhanced leg.
Kick the first one & punch the second one. In addition to the previous
weapons, the energizer ray is introduced. A ruby-colored beam penetrates
the force field from above. As long as you are standing within the beam,
you will grow & become stronger (graphically, the MOB will grow).

4) Qualifying round: Both players are automatically given doses of the
energizer ray at the start of the match. The rest is the same.

5) Winner fights 'the master fighter'. The force field opens, he enters, the
crowds roar. He slowly removes his cloak, revealing a large, very muscular
physique (non-android). His hits are extremely debilitating, but rather
than finish you off, he uses the time to acknowledge his screaming fans.
All you can do is avoid him, hoping you can enter the energizing beam.
Only then are you a match. There are no other tricks. You must simply
beat him head to head.
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Review Kit
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ELECTRONICS
Display, 19 inch
New SA-II Audio Board
Power Supply
Quest hardware (less PF)

ROMS
Graphics (16 275l21s @ $3.80)
Program (6 275121s @ $6.50)

184.00 184.00
85.00 85.00 85.00
52.00 52.00

150.00 150.00 150.00
-------- --------- --------

471.00 471. 00 235.00

104.00 60.80 60.80
39.00 39.00 22.80

-------- --------- --------
143.00 99.80 83.60

COIN SYSTEM
Coin door, coin counter,

cash box & coin box enclosure

CABINET
Wood, leg lever plates & guides
Incandescent Fixture & bulb
Attract Shield
Attract Decal
4 Color Proc. Side Panel Decals
Standard Speaker
Speaker Grill
Fan Grill
Lock w/ Cam
2 Draw Latches @ $.98
Monitor Shield, Glass
Monitor Bezel, Tag Board

53.00

130.00
3.00
3.70
7.20
3.83
1.00
0.68
0.99
1.96
5.00
4.15

53.00 *

123.00 *
3.00

5.50 *
7.20 *
3.83 *
1. 00 *
0.00 *
0.00 *
0.00 *
4.88 *
4.15 *

5.50
7.20

3.00

161.51 152.56 15.70

CONTROL PANEL ASSEMBLY
Control Panel w/ Hinge & Decal
2 8-pos joysticks @ $6.75
6 snapaction gold switches @ $.69
6 button assemblies @ $.77
Control Harness

13.00
20.12

2.94
4.62
7.25

14.00 *
13.50

4.14
4.62
7.00 *

5.00
13.50

4.14
4.62

47.93 43.26 27.26

OTHER
Harness 30.00 30.00 * 10.00
Pwr Cord & on/off switch 5.15 6.00 *Labels & Manual ( 1 Tetr is-style 1 ) 5.50 3.00 * 3.00
Shipping Container 18.00 18.00 * 1.00
Hardware: Nuts, Screws 4.00 3.00 * 1.00
Reserve: missing parts 4.98 4.98 1.00

-------- --------- --------
67.63 64.98 16.00



".....
LABOR

PCB (2.04*8.57) 17.48 17.48 17.48
SUB (1.30*7.19) 9.35 9.35 0.00
FINAL (1.20*7.19) 8.63 8.63 0.00

-------- --------- --------
35.46 35.46 17.48

OVERHEAD (~ & V~LE)
(4.54 75 (2.04 75 kit) 263.32 340.50 153.00

-------- --------- --------
263.32 340.50 153.00

================================ -------- ========= ---------------- --------

l-lATERIAL 944.07 884.60 377.56
LABOR 35.46 35.46 17.48
OVERHEAD 263.32 340.50 153.00

-------- --------- --------
FULLY ABSORBED COST $1,242.85 $1,260.56 $548.04

margin 40.0% 0.40 0.40
DISTRIBUTOR COST $2,071.41 $2,100.93 $913.40

distrib to oper markup 15.0% 0.15 0.15
OPERATOR COST $2,436.96 $2,471.68 $1,074.59

Note: estimates are based on quantities of 1000. Savings can be
expected with larger runs.
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